Items Wags 2 Wishes Supply to Foster Homes
All unused items should be returned when the dog is no longer in the care of foster home. If
you are expecting a new foster dog with W2W shortly after, you may keep the items and use
for new foster dog. If you are no longer planning to foster for W2W all items MUST be
returned to Wags 2 Wishes within 3 days of the foster dog leaving the home.

__ 1.) Dog Food (dry and wet)
__ 2.) Bowls (when needed)
__ 3.) Treats/Toys
__ 4.) Cage (size determined by breed/age)
__ 5.) Puppy pads or newspaper
__ 6.) Blankets/Towels
__ 7.) Paper Towels
__ 8.) Bleach
__ 9.) Meds/Vet Care (as a foster you are expected to administer meds / bring to vet
appts as needed. Vet appointments are ONLY allowed to be made by an authorized W2W Board Member.)

__ 10.) Grooming/Baths (at our facility by request)

Top 10 "Should Do's" with a new foster dog.
1. Baby gates work wonders, and dogs should be kept separately and gradually introduced during SUPERVISED periods.
2. Cage training is required by Wags 2 Wishes. When you can not be home, please place your foster in a secure cage that
is provided by W2W.
3. Keep each dog on leashes for the first week (or longer if needed) as it is easier to "break dogs up" should a fight
occur.
4. Feed Separately (until you are 100% sure neither one is territorial about food).
5. Never allow foster / personal dogs unsupervised in a fenced yard and NEVER allow your foster dog to walk out of a
fenced yard unleashed.
5. Put all toys/bones away. We do not have a history on your new foster dog and it is very likely your current dog/dogs
will not want to share their toys/bones. These things should ONLY be given if the dogs can enjoy separately / safely
avoiding any fights.
7. Make sure each dog has its own bed/cage/ sleeping spot - teach and reinforce "place" with a treat on their respective
sleeping area.
8. Puppy proof your home removing and securing all exposed wires, shoes, etc. Puppies WILL chew and some older dogs
will as well. It is important that you watch and pick up any chewing hazards to avoid injury.
9. Teach basic commands (sit, stay, down) and potty outside. It is your duty as a foster to provide basic training and to
prepare your foster for their forever home.
10. Praise existing dog/dogs - just as much as the new foster dog - provide each dogs with equal amounts of love,
affection.
I have read the above and agree to exercise care and caution when introducing my new foster dog to their new
environment and follow all suggestions / guidelines set in place. I further agree to ask question and contact Wags 2
Wishes immediately with any concerns or issues should they arise.
Foster Name:____________________________________________________Date:____/____/____
Signature:_______________________________________________________
Co-Foster Name:____________________________________________________Date:____/____/____
Signature:_______________________________________________________
Wags 2 Wishes Animal Rescue, Inc.
23907 W Industrial Drive N, Plainfield, IL 60585
www.w2wrescue.com

